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Beginning ASP.NET Databases Using VB.NETWrox Press, 2002
What you need to know
This book is for people who:     

	Have some experience of programming ASP.NET with Visual Basic® .NET
	Are familiar with the operation of the .NET Framework
	Want to learn how to use ASP.NET to make data-centric web applications


What you will learn from this...
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Professional C# (2nd Edition)Wrox Press, 2002
If we were to describe the C# language and its associated environment, the .NET Framework, as the most important new technology for developers for many years, we would not be exaggerating. .NET is designed to provide a new environment within which you can develop almost any application to run on Windows, and possibly in the...
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Professional IBM WebSphere 5.0 Application Server (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2002
The WebSphere platform from IBM, with its rich function set, industry-leading performance, and scalability, as well as configuration flexibility, is one of the leading products of the application server generation.
    For the experienced J2EE™ developer, this book details how to develop, deploy, and manage enterprise applications for...
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Beginning Cryptography with JavaWrox Press, 2005
Beginning Cryptography with Java
While cryptography can still be a controversial topic in the programming community, Java has weathered that storm and provides a rich set of APIs that allow you, the developer, to effectively include cryptography in applications—if you know how.     

This book teaches you how. Chapters one through...
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Beginning XML, Second EditionWrox Press, 2001
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a rapidly maturing technology with powerful real-world applications, particularly for the management, display, and transport of data. Together with its many related technologies, it has become the standard for data and document delivery on the Web.
This book teaches you all you need to know about XML –...
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Professional UML with Visual Studio .NETWrox Press, 2002
If you want to use Visio for Enterprise Architects to quickly design and create enterprise software, this is the book for you.
The integration of Visual Studio .NET Enterprise Architect and Visio for Enterprise Architects is a formidable combination. Visio offers powerful diagramming capabilities, including such things as creating UML models,...
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Beginning XML DatabasesWrox Press, 2006
The union of XML and relational databases creates a powerful tool with the ability to transfer information between two completely unrelated databases. With this book, veteran author Gavin Powell shows you how this confluence of two technologies can simplify your database work and provide a more standardized way to exchange data between multiple...
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Professional Pen Testing for Web Applications (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
There is no such thing as "perfect security" when it comes to keeping all systems intact and functioning properly. Good penetration (pen) testing creates a balance that allows a system to be secure while simultaneously being fully functional. With this book, you'll learn how to become an effective penetrator (i.e., a white hat or ethical...
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Professional MFC With Visual C++ 5Wrox Press, 1999
This book focuses on the use of the Microsoft Foundation Classes to develop software. Of course, 'software' is a very broad term - some readers are doubtless interested in writing low-level technical applications that might not even have a user interface, while others will be interested in coding form-oriented applications that do little more the...
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Professional Hibernate (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
What is this book about?
    This book is written for professional Java developers who already understand how to build server-side Java applications.Ð’  The book assumes no previous experience with Hibernate, thoughÐ’ readers should have aÐ’ general familiarity with databases and Web development.    
...
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SMS 2003 Administrator's Reference: Systems Management Server 2003Wrox Press, 2006
Microsoft has really come a long way with management of systems within the corporate world. Micro -
soft Systems Management 2003 delivers a centralized management tool to support all of your computers,
workstations, servers, and other devices with the help of third-party solutions.
This book is designed to help the average SMS...
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Professional PHP5 (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
What is this book about?
    With the release of PHP 5 and the Zend Engine 2, PHP finally graduates from it earliest days as a lightweight scripting syntax to an powerful object oriented programming language that can hold its own against the Java and .NET architectures that currently dominate corporate software development....
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